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Chromatography Systems
By: Jean-Pierre Pugnaire and Richard Venable



Sensors which support advanced  
chromatography techniques should be evaluated 

• Ability to measure high and ultra  
high pressure

• Ability to maintain minimal or zero  
internal dead volume

• Ability to operate at lower internal  
volumes with high throughput

• Ability to maintain zero balance  

 

• Ability to provide fast frequency  
response

• Ability to maintain high linearity,  
minimal hysteresis and high repeatability

predictable rates.

A pump moves the solute, the mobile material containing 
the target substance, through a chromatographic column 

phase, which separates various components by a process 

leaves the column, it enters a detector, which manages 

the molecules being analyzed, the solvent(s) used as the 

 
target substance by reading the spectrum of the  
separated molecules as they emerge from the tube. The 

aspirated into the solute and precisely how long it should 

the process diverts the target components into another 
vessel for further analysis.

 

 

rates, normally under high pressures and deliver  
 

 

reliability and performance of pressure sensors, which are 

to a controller, which in turn assures the consistent,  

 
sensors, in which the sensor is actually part of the piping 

industry are increasingly using high performance liquid 
 

 
 

advanced chromatography techniques, to meet  
increasing demand for purity, traceability, compliance 
and cost control. To meet the challenges of these new 

 
chromatography systems that have the highest  
accuracy, reliability, and lowest cost of ownership  

 
performance consequences.

While chromatography methods vary considerably in 
 

valuable components, based on the principle that all 
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controlled distance from the inside diameter of the hole, 

The hole material transmits the mechanical strain across 

conductors vary in electrical resistance with any strain 

them will vary in magnitude. A system can thus be  
developed to enable a precise pressure measurement. 

path thus eliminates the possibility of entrapment and 

Low internal volume/high throughput 

Very low internal volumes are highly desirable in high 

requirements of a high-volume system may be  

more easily. The walls of tubes, pumps and other  

reduced, thus saving cost and space.

transducers have a technological advantage. Viatran  
 

itself. Flush-mounted sensors are characterized
 

 

across the various criteria.

pressures virtually eliminate pulsing, and improve the 
 

and above.

Minimal or Zero Internal Dead Volume

path, because such crevices can entrap sample  
substances and retain them despite repeated  

 
become contaminated. This ability of a sensor to obtain 

as zero dead volume. 

 

doesn’t have zero dead volume.

designs, on the other  
hand, achieve true zero  
internal dead volume. 

achieves this in its thru 

by machining a small hole 
with uniform, smooth surface through a single piece of 
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transducer



above, have internal corners and crevices that can trap 

The lower performance limit for zero dead volume  

 
 

sense those pressure levels adequately are not  

enlarging the bore, using a low-modulus material such as 
 

 

increases electronic noise and thermal errors. The use of 

 
permissible. Accurate measurement of low pressures in 

remains a challenge for design engineers.

gage patch is very compact and is matched to the  

Frequency response

Also due to its compact size, mechanical frequency  

measuring rapid changes in pressure. 

Linearity, hysteresis and repeatability

 
important measures of accuracy and reliability. These are 

 
 

achieves the highly desirable high linearity, low  

the sensor body material from among certain materials 
 

to the design of the sensor and its surrounding system, 
and involve ensuring that certain geometries and  
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Conclusion

If ability to measure pressure is the sole performance 

sensors perform equally at high and ultra high pressures, 
 
 

 
pressures. However, accuracy becomes reduced to the 

make up for the decrease in signal due to lower pressure. 

 
purity through zero dead volume is among the most  
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important criteria for advanced chromatography  

dead volume are far superior here because they can take 

 
residual material that may have been trapped in a pocket 
or crevice. 

 
 

choice for advanced chromatography systems.
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